Fingerprint matching using recurrent autoassociative memory.
An efficient method for fingerprint searching using recurrent autoassociative memory is proposed. This algorithm uses recurrent autoassociative memory, which uses a connectivity matrix to find if the pattern being searched is already stored in the database. The advantage of this memory is that a big database is to be searched only if there is a matching pattern. Fingerprint comparison is usually based on minutiae matching, and its efficiency depends on the extraction of minutiae. This process may reduce the speed, when large amount of data is involved. So, in the proposed method, a simple approach has been adopted, wherein first determines the closely matched fingerprint images, and then determines the minutiae of only those images for finding the more appropriate one. The gray level value of pixels along with its neighboring ones are considered for the extraction of minutiae, which is more easier than using ridge information. This approach is best suitable when database size is large.